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At the National Conference on Citizenship
(NCoC), we believe everyone has the power
to make a difference in how their community
and country thrive.
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working at the forefront of our nation’s civic
life. We continuously explore what shapes
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the individual in our democracy, and uncover
ways to motivate greater participation.
Through our events, research and reports,
NCoC expands our nation’s contemporary
understanding of what it means to be a
citizen. We seek new ideas and approaches
for creating greater civic health and vitality
throughout the United States.
T HE NE W YORK S TAT E COMMI SS ION ON
NAT IONAL AND COMMUNI T Y SERV ICE NE W YORK ER S VOLUNT EER
The New York State Commission on National
and Community Service was established by
Governor Mario Cuomo thorough Executive
Order in 1994 and is supported adminis0%$0*6"7'#:'#05"#;0$0"#<92+"#-9#=$0*-($7#$(&#
Community Service. With direction from the
Office of the Governor, the Commission
functions to build and reinforce a culture of
service, citizenship and responsibility, and to
*(10*0>0"#$++->(0$:*7*0'#$(&#"92+*"(+'#*(#05"#
administration of national service and community volunteer programs operating in the
state. The New York State Commission works
collaboratively with the Corporation for National
& Community Service and New York State
Education Department to administer 240
national service programs that engage more
than 80,000 volunteers annually in the State
of New York. The resources provided by the
State Commission and its partners address
05"#(""&1#*&"(0*2"&#*(#05"#;0$0"31#1"%6*+"#$(&#
civic engagement agenda in the core areas
of education, environmental stewardship,
healthy futures, disaster services, veterans

and military families, and economic opportunity. In addition, the State Commission leads
the efforts of a statewide network of ten
regional volunteer centers that partner with
community-based organizations to deliver
training and resources that build volunteer
management capacity in order to more
effectively meet state and local needs.
T HE SIENA COLLEGE RE SE ARCH
INS T I T U T E
The Siena College Research Institute (SRI) is
a full-service public opinion research institute
located on the Siena College campus in Loudonville, New York. Established in 1980, SRI is
committed to providing quality information to
the public regarding political, economic, social, business, and voter issues. SRI conducts
expert and public opinion polls on regional,
state, and national levels utilizing an on-site
call center, web and mail surveys, and analysis
of existing data. SRI has a particular commitment to research dedicated to New York State
and the many facets of its civic health. In
addition to the monthly Siena New York poll
that investigates the opinions of registered
voters on political issues, SRI also produces
05"#="?#@-%A#;0$0"#B-(1>)"%#B-(2&"(+"#
C(&"D#$(&#+-(1>)"%#+-(2&"(+"#%"/-%01#9-%#
various regional areas in the state.
A key component of SRI’s work is to produce
public service research with the intent of
informing community leaders, policymakers,
and community members on the issues and
needs of New York communities. SRI has
researched life satisfaction, social capital of
New York residents, and public perception
of community social needs of New Yorkers,
$(&#1/"+*2+$77'#*(#05"#B$/*0$7#E*10%*+0#F"8*-(,#
and has done research on behalf of regional
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surveyed issues of health, leisure, homeownership, and the concrete effects of the recent
economic downturn on the lives of New Yorkers. Thus, with expertise and experience, SRI
examines the fabric of life in New York.
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Academic Service Learning and Community
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faculty, and staff to impact the root causes
of social problems. ACE mobilizes more than
$2 million of resources for community
development and civic health initiatives in
the Capital District annually. Through ACE’s
national partnerships with the Corporation
for National and Community Service, the
Bonner Foundation, the Association of
American Colleges and Universities, and
Campus Compact, ACE is an active consultant, convener, contributor, and creator
of best practices for university-community
partnerships.
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I N T RODUC T ION
New York is a large and multi-dimensional state. The state boasts a population of more than 19 million people and more than 8 million household
units across rural, suburban and metropolitan areas. New York is home
to one of the largest, busiest, and most diverse metropolitan areas in the
world (New York City), the largest natural conservation park in the country
(Adirondack Park), and an international border with Canada. From New
England to the East, to Ohio and the Great Lakes to the West, to the
Mid-Atlantic to the South, New York sits at the crossroads of several
important regions of the country.
In addition to its unique geographic characteristics, New York is home to a vibrant and diverse
/-/>7$0*-(G#I:->0#-("#*(#26"#="?#@-%A"%1#$%"#9-%"*8(.:-%(,#KLGMN#$%"#O7$+A#-%#I9%*+$(#I)"%*+$(,#
KPGQN#$%"#R*1/$(*+#-9#$('#%$+",#$(&#STGLN#-6"%#05"#$8"#-9#26"#1/"$A#$#7$(8>$8"#-05"%#05$(#
English at home.
<9#="?#@-%A#%"1*&"(01#SL#$(&#-6"%,#TUGSN#5$6"#8%$&>$0"&#9%-)#5*85#1+5--7#$(&#VKGTN#5$6"#
obtained a four-year college degree.1#I(#"10*)$0"&#QKGUN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#$8"&#KQ#$(&#-7&"%#$%"#
in the labor force.*
W$('#10$0"#%"1*&"(01#"D/"%*"(+"#/-6"%0'G#I++-%&*(8#0-#$#SXXQ.SXXT#"10*)$0",#KXGLN#-9#="?#@-%A#
9$)*7*"1#$(&#KUGSN#-9#$77#*(&*6*&>$71#7*6"#:"7-?#05"#/-6"%0'#7*("G2 New Yorkers, like all Americans,
5$6"#+-(0*(>"&#0-#9$+"#$#&*92+>70#"+-(-)'#05$0#5$1#9$*7"&#0-#%"+-6"%#9%-)#05"#%"+"11*-(#-9#7$0"#
2007. Since the publication of the 2010 New York Civic Health Index in December 2010, New Yorkers
have continued to live, work, plan and hope in an economic climate that they see as stagnant.
Since January of 1999, the Siena College Research Institute (SRI) has measured and reported
05"#B-(1>)"%#B-(2&"(+"#C(&"D#YBBCZ,#0%$+A*(8#+-(1>)"%13#?*77*(8("11#0-#1/"(&#*(#="?#@-%AG#C(#
late 2007, that score moved from the point where optimism far exceeded pessimism to one which
%"["+0"&#)-%"#="?#@-%A"%1#"D/"%*"(+*(8#2($(+*$7#&"+7*("#%$05"%#05$(#1>++"11#$(&#"D/"+0*(8#
continued economic hardships in the market place. While 2011 began with a ray of hope - that
is, the CCI overall score hit the point in January at which optimism equaled pessimism - as the
'"$%#/%-8%"11"&,#="?#@-%A"%13#+-(2&"(+"#9"77#:'#<+0-:"%#SXKK#0-#*01#7-?"10#/-*(0#*(#0?-#$(&#$#
half years.V
J+-(-)*+#+-(&*0*-(1#?"*85#5"$6*7'#-(#)$('#="?#@-%A"%1G#H5%->85->0#SXKK,#$0#7"$10#QXN#-9#
10$0"#%"1*&"(01#5$6"#1$*&#05"#/%*+"#-9#8$1-7*("#/-1"1#$0#7"$10#$#1-)"?5$0#1"%*->1#2($(+*$7#5$%&15*/#9-%#05"*%#5->1"5-7&,#>/#9%-)#LTN#*(#E"+"):"%#SXKX\#$(&#:'#<+0-:"%#SXKK,#PVN#*(&*+$0"&#
05"#+-10#-9#8%-+"%*"1#?$1#$#5$%&15*/,#>/#9%-)#QUN#$0#05"#"(&#-9#SXKXG4 Sentiment among New
Yorkers towards the real estate market hit a two-year low in the third quarter of 2011 when
UMN#-9#%"1*&"(01#1$*&#05"#+-(&*0*-(#-9#05"#)$%A"0#5$&,#*(#05"*%#"'"1,#?-%1"("&#-6"%#05"#7$10#
KS#)-(051,#$(&#-(7'#VKN#$(0*+*/$0"&#*)/%-6")"(0#*(#05"#'"$%#0-#+-)"GL

Bureau of Labor Statistics, http://bls.gov/lau/lalfprderr.pdf
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!*05#$#10$0"#>(")/7-')"(0#28>%"#-9#PGPN#$(&#$#="?#@-%A#B*0'#%$0"#-9#TGPN#*(#I>8>10#SXKK6, it
*1#(-0#1>%/%*1*(8#05$0#KTN#-9#%"1*&"(01#1$'#05"',#-%#$#5->1"5-7&#)"):"%,#5$6"#7-10#$#]-:#-%#:""(#
7$*&#-99#*(#05"#7$10#1*D#)-(051#$(&#SLN#5$6"#1""(#05"*%#?-%A#5->%1#+>0#:$+AG7#C(#$&&*0*-(,#SQN#-9#
New Yorkers know someone who has lost their home in foreclosure over the last 12 months.8
H-&$',#9-%#05"#2%10#0*)"#*(#05%""#'"$%1,#LXN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#05*(A#05$0#^->%#+->(0%'31#:"10#"+-(-)*+#
days are behind us.”9#B-(1"_>"(07',#7$%8"#)$]-%*0*"1#-9#%"1*&"(01#$%"#%"&>+*(8#"D/"(1"1#)-%"#
than ever before by eliminating impulse purchases, cutting back on entertainment, couponing,
1>:10*0>0*(8#7-?"%#_>$7*0'#8--&1#$(&#&"7$'*(8#)$]-%#/>%+5$1"1G10#C(#SXKK,#-(7'#-("#*(#26"#="?#
Yorkers admit to having an income greater than their expenses. And as they look forward to their
retirement years, two-thirds say social security could be bankrupt in 20 years unless something
is done.11
=-0#-(7'#$%"#="?#@-%A"%1#7"8*0*)$0"7'#?-%%*"&#$:->0#05"*%#-?(#2($(+*$7#+*%+>)10$(+"1,#:>0#05"'#
continue to be concerned about the economic condition of the state. Throughout the year, nearly
MXN#1$*&#05"#10$0"31#21+$7#+-(&*0*-(#?$1#"*05"%#9$*%#-%#/--%G* However, the percentage of New York"%1#*(&*+$0*(8#05"#10$0"31#21+$7#+-(&*0*-(#$1#/--%#&*&#7"11"(#?5*7"#05-1"#8%$&*(8#*0#$1#9$*%#*(+%"$1"&G#
I705->85#05$0#)$'#1"")#]>10#-("#1)$77#/-1*0*6"#*(&*+$0-%,#?"#&-#(-0"#$#8%-?*(8#9$*05#$(&#+-(2&"(+"#
among the people of New York in their government. Andrew Cuomo was elected Governor as 2010
"(&"&#$(&#0--A#-92+"#*(#`$(>$%'#SXKKG#!5*7"#05"#/%"6*->1#8-6"%(-%,#E$6*&#a$0"%1-(,#7"90#-92+"#
1>99"%*(8#$#("8$0*6"#$//%-6$7#%$0*(8#YVSN#9$6-%$:7",#QXN#>(9$6-%$:7"Z,#I(&%"?#B>-)-#5$1#:""(#
6*"?"&#9$6-%$:7'#:'#$//%-D*)$0"7'#PXN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#9-%#05"#'"$%G12
C(#9$+0,#&>%*(8#SXKX#)-%"#05$(#QXN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#05->850#05"#10$0"#?$1#5"$&"&#*(#05"#?%-(8#
&*%"+0*-(#$0#0*)"1,#?5*7"#-(7'#$1#9"?#$1#KTN#05->850#*0#?$1#-(#05"#%*850#0%$+AG#R-?"6"%,#05%->85out 2011, under Governor Cuomo’s direction, approximately equal percentages of residents
when surveyed say the state is on the right track as those that say the state is moving in the
wrong direction.
C(#15-%0,#*0#5$1#:""(#$#&*92+>70#$(&,#$0#0*)"1,#9%*850"(*(8#'"$%#9-%#05"#/"-/7"#-9#="?#@-%AG#H5"#
economy is struggling and for many New Yorkers those struggles are not simply played out
in newspapers and on television, but are issues and concerns they confront daily. Although
New Yorkers do not see relief in the immediate future, the new governor has provided new
+-(2&"(+"G#R*1#7"8*17$0*6"#1>++"11"1#*(#SXKK#b#$(#-(.0*)"#:>&8"0,#$#/%-/"%0'#0$D#+$/,#21+$7#
%"10%$*(01#b#5$6"#/"%5$/1#+-(0%*:>0"&#0-#05"#/"-/7"#-9#="?#@-%A#9""7*(8#05"*%#10$0"#*1#:"8*((*(8#
to move in a better direction.
While New York and New Yorkers struggle with a problematic economy, the state and its people
%")$*(#%"1*7*"(0#$(&#+-))*00"&#0-#$&&%"11*(8#05"#1-+*$7#(""&1#-9#05"*%#("*85:-%1G#C(#9$+0,#TPN#-9#
New Yorkers say it is somewhat or very important to contribute to addressing the needs of people in their community.KV This report demonstrates that in spite of obdurate economic pressures,
05"#+*6*+#5"$705#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#b#05"*%#1-+*$7#+-(("+0"&("11,#0%>10#*(#*(10*0>0*-(1,#"D/%"11*-(#-9#
+*6*+#&>0'#$(&#%"1/-(1*:*7*0*"1,#$(&#05"*%#+-))*0)"(0#0-#:"*(8#*(9-%)"&#$:->0#05"*%#+-))>(*0'#b#
remains stable.
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SRI is pleased to partner with the
National Conference on Citizenship
(NCoC) to produce this 2011 New York
Civic Health Index. In 2006, NCoC
established an important tradition of
measuring national civic health according to several indicators, including
participation in social and civic life,
through America’s Civic Health Index.
NCoC now works in more than 25
states and cities across the country
to produce local Civic Health Index
reports in partnership with local organizations and institutions. New York
2+#%3#@&39#&A+/3&/3%3#("@#&H"J"2&
Health Index in 2010.
The New York Civic Health Index
includes an analysis of the 2010
Current Population Survey (CPS),
September Volunteering Supplement
and November Voting and Civic
Engagement Supplement data. This
+#=*+3&"/&4%/#@&*$&"$"3"%.&A$@"$E/&*I&39#&
CPS data provided by the Center for
Information & Research on Civic Learning
and Engagement (CIRCLE) and data
analysis of multiple New York State
public opinion research projects of SRI.
K9#&1IA2#&*I&L2%@#B"2&H*BB;$"3D&
Engagement (ACE) and SRI are excited
to partner for the 2011 New York
Civic Health Index with the State
Commission on National and
Community Service, NCoC and CIRCLE
to examine the state of civic health in
the Empire State.

!"#$%&'#(&)*+,&-*../0&123*4#+&56770&!"#$%&8#/#%+29&:$/3"3;3#<&933=>??(((</"#$%<#@;?;=.*%@#@A.#/?9*B#?=%+#$3/C%$@C2*BB;$"3D?
2*BB;$"3DC=%E#?/+"?/$DC=*..?!')767F77G56H+*//3%4/<=@I
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E X EC U T I V E S U M M A RY
Against the backdrop of a unique set of social and political changes in
New York over the past year, and within the context of the grinding continuation of economic hardship, New York’s civic health has remained constant.
Given the challenges and social, political, and economic changes of recent
years, it is remarkable that New York communities have continued to maintain
their level of civic health in many forms.
New York CPIS (Community Participation and Involvement Survey) civic health indicators show
that New Yorkers remain socially connected, trusting of each other, and to a lesser degree, local
institutions, and stay informed about local and regional issues. However, despite an apparent
value commitment to those who are less fortunate, New Yorkers demonstrate social responsibility and engage in civic duties—with the exception of voting behavior—at a lesser rate.
A closer look at CPIS and other SRI data shows that New Yorkers spend social time with friends
and acquaintances and see people they know in day-to-day interactions. In other words, New
Yorkers are meaningfully connected with members of their community. At the same time, while
New Yorkers are cautious about people they meet, they trust their neighbors, other community
)"):"%1#$(&#7-+$7#*(10*0>0*-(1G#;*8(*2+$(0#(>):"%1#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#6-7>(0""%#0-#$&&%"11#
community needs, donate to local organizations, help neighbors or community members with
/%-]"+01,#$(&#1"%6"#*(#7"$&"%15*/#+$/$+*0*"1#9-%#7-+$7#-%8$(*4$0*-(1G#;0*77,#-(7'#LXN#/"%9-%)#05"1"#
much-needed community activities. New Yorkers are informed about and discuss local community
*11>"1#?*05#9$)*7'#$(&#9%*"(&1G#R-?"6"%,#05"'#$%"#(-0#*(+7*("&#0-#$00"(&#+-))>(*0'#"6"(01\#%"7*8*->1#
1"%6*+"1\#+7>:1\#+-))>(*0',#/>:7*+,#-%#/-7*0*+$7#)""0*(81\#-%,#$#/-7*0*+$7#%$77'G#E$0$#$71-#*(&*+$0"#
that New Yorkers register and vote at rates below the national average.

STRID Revisited
First utilized in the 2010 New York Civic Health Index, the STRID index is a conceptual framework
for understanding civic health as a composite of social qualities embedded in communities.
c*8>%"#K#-(#/$8"#P#*77>10%$0"1#05"#*(&"D31#26"#*(0"%%"7$0"&#'"0#&*10*(+0#$1/"+01#-9#$#5"$705'#+-))>(*0'#d
trust, addressing social needs, remaining informed, taking action, and socially connecting to one
another. The STRID Index allows for the understanding of civic health data through a conceptual
framework that is useful for policy makers and community members. In short, in an ideal healthy
community people would:
e (S) Be very socially connected in a variety of ways to other members of the community,
e (T) Trust other members of the community and social institutions,
e (R) Actively participate in shared responsibility for addressing pressing social issues
such as poverty, hunger, homelessness, etc.,
e (I) Be informed about the issues, events and news in their community and region, and
e (D) Perform civic duties such as voting, attending community meetings and events.
J$+5#-9#05"#26"#+-)/-("(01#-9#05"#;HFCE#C(&"D#*1#)"$1>%"&#*(&"/"(&"(07'G#H5->85#"$+5#-("#
%"/%"1"(01#$(#*)/-%0$(0#1/"+*2+#/$%0#-9#05"#1-+*$7#7*9"#-9#5"$705'#+-))>(*0*"1,#$77#26"#$%"#*(0"%related as multipliers of each other. For example, in communities that are very socially active,
one would expect there to be more trust among community members. Likewise, in communities
in which people do not remain informed, one would expect participation in civic responsibilities to
decrease. This interrelationship is particularly important for policymakers to understand as they
seek to incentivize higher rates of public participation to build civic health. Working to increase
6 2 0 11 N E W Y O R K C I V I C H E A LT H I N D E X

The STRID Framework (Fig. 1)

Trust in
neighbors &
institutions
Address
legitimate
unmet social
needs

Connected
socially

Healthy
Communities

Source: Community
Participation and
Involvement Survey,
July 2011, Siena
Research Institute.

Remain
informed
about issues
& news

Perform
the duties of
citizenship

05"#7"6"7#-9#0%>10#05$0#+-))>(*0'#)"):"%1#5$6"#*(#-("#$(-05"%,#*(#)$]-%#1-+*$7#*(10*0>0*-(1#$(&#
in the government can be approached, for example, through any of the other four indicators.
Increasing the availability of information, increasing social connections, and increasing the level
of participation in community activities can all yield higher levels of trust overall.
Table 1 below illustrates the year-over-year consistency in STRID Index scores. While it may appear
that New Yorkers have had a slight increase in social activities and a slight downward trend
in trust, these year-over-year differences are attributable to changes in the methodology for
measuring the (S) and (T) scores.
STRID scores are determined using 26 individual indicators grouped in the categories of Social,
Trust, Responsibility, Information and Duty. Attributing a value to each respondent’s answer
to each question, the STRID score is a percent of the possible in which a 100 would indicate
that ALL respondents engage in the activity, for example, volunteering or having friends to their
home, at the optimum level of frequency. Conversely, a zero would indicate that no respondents
engage in the activity at any level of frequency. STRID scores are useful for demonstrating the
+-)/$%$0*6"#7"6"7#-9#*(6-76")"(0#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#*(#05"#26"#$1/"+01#-9#+*6*+#5"$705,#*&"(0*9'*(8#
where potential enhancement can occur, and measuring change in those areas of civic health
year-to-year.
Table 1: NY STRID Index Scores by Region and Area
Region/Location

Social

Trust

Responsibility

Information

Duty

2010

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

New York State

60

67

68

QL

49

48

60

LT

VK

VS

New York City

LV

QL

62

60

44

UL

LP

LL

29

VK

NYC Suburbs

64

68

71

69

LV

LK

LM

LM

VK

VV
VS

Upstate

66

68

PV

69

LU

LK

64

LM

VV

Urban

LP

66

62

62

46

46

LT

LP

VX

VK

Suburban

62

68

70

68

LS

LS

61

60

VS

VU

Rural

62

67

74

66

LV

49

QV

LP

VK

VX

(All STRID scores are computed from data collected by the 2010 and 2011 CPIS.)
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Finally, through SRI’s partnership with the State Commission on National and Community
Service, the 2011 New York Civic Health Index has a special focus on volunteering in New York.
Through the use of SRI data collected in collaboration with the New York Commission, this year’s
report comments in detail on the volunteering habits of New Yorkers. It should be noted that the
volunteer rate for New York obtained from CPS data differs drastically from the data from SRI’s
B-))>(*0'#a$%0*+*/$0*-(#$(&#C(6-76")"(0#;>%6"'G#H5"#Ba;#9->(&#-(7'#SKGUN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#
volunteered in 2010, ranking New York 47th out of all states and the District of Columbia. On
05"#-05"%#5$(&,#QQN#-9#%"1/-(&"(01#0-#05"#B-))>(*0'#a$%0*+*/$0*-(#$(&#C(6-76")"(0#;>%6"'#
said they volunteered at least once over the past 12 months. The 2011 Civic Health Index thus
includes further discussion and investigation of this data.
Policy makers and other stakeholders in New York should again celebrate the relatively high
levels of social connectedness and trust and continue to support the mechanisms that keep
New Yorkers informed. They should also tap into the strong feelings of responsibility for the common
good found among New Yorkers to mobilize higher levels of active engagement to address community needs. Finally, policy makers and other stakeholders should work to develop New Yorkers’
sense of civic duty beyond merely registering to vote and voting to include participation in community
meetings and other aspects of participatory democracy.

New York and National Civic Health Indicators for 2010 and 2011*
Social Indicators

NY
2010

National
2010

NY
2011

National
2011

Communicate with family & friends via Internet (at least once a month)

QMGXN

QPGQN

QQGUN

QTGQN

Eat dinner with household members (at least a few times a week)

TTGLN

TMGKN

TLGTN

TTGKN

Talk with neighbors (at least a few times a week)

UPGUN

ULGTN

USGXN

USGVN

Trust Indicators (includes 2011 NY CPIS data and 2009 Civic Health Survey data)
People are generally helpful

QPGXN**

People are generally honest

LTGXN**

Government in Washington generally does what is right

SQGXN**

Generally speaking people can be trusted

UVGXN*

Trust in community members

TUGXN*

Trust in local government

LPGXN*

Trust in people who work at the stores where you shop

TKGXN*

Responsibility Indicators
Volunteer for or through an organization

KMGVN

SQGTN

SKGUN

SQGVN

Exchange favors with neighbors at least a few times a week

KUGTN

KQGSN

KVGQN

KLGSN

Work with neighbors to solve a community problem

QGMN

TGTN

QGVN

TGKN

;"%6"#$1#$(#-92+"%#-%#+-))*00""#)"):"%

PGXN

KXGKN

QGSN

MGKN

Boycott or buy a product or service
E-($0"&#0-#+5$%*0'#Y$0#7"$10#fSLZ

TGKN

KXGPN

MGUN

KXGXN

USGVN

LSGXN

USGUN

LXGXN

STGVN

SQGXN

Information Indicators
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Talk with family and friends about politics a few times a week

VTGTN

VMGVN

Get news from newspaper daily

LXGSN

UUGMN

Get news from sources other than a newspaper at least a few times a week

VLGPN

VTGXN

NY
2010

National
2010

NY
2011

National
2011

Belong to a Group or Organization

VKGSN

Voter registration for the November 2008/2010 election

QLGTN

VLGKN

SPGLN

VVGVN

PKGXN

QVGTN

Voter turnout for the November 2008/2010 election

QLGKN

LTGTN

QVGQN

UVGQN

ULGLN

Attend a meeting where political issues are discussed

PGPN

KXGVN

Attend a march, rally, protest, or demonstration

SGTN

VGKN

B-(0$+0#-%#6*1*0#/>:7*+#-92+*$7

MGQN

KXGUN

TGLN

MGMN

Show support for a party or candidate

KXGPN

KUGTN

Attend public meetings about community affairs

MGMN

MGXN

TGTN

MGSN

Duty Indicators

!*;+2#>&L..&@%3%&"/&I+*B&39#&566M&%$@&5676&H-!&;$.#//&*39#+("/#&/=#2"A#@<&N"//"$E&@%3%&+#O#23/&29%$E#/&"$&39#&H-!<&:$@"2%3*+/&I*+&J*3#+&+#E"/3+%3"*$&
and turnout for 2010 is from the 2008 elections and indicators for voter registration and turnout for 2011 is from the 2010 elections. Data with an
asterisk are from the 2010 and 2011 CPIS. Data marked by double asterisk is from the 2009 Civic Health Survey.
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STRID Social Indicators
2010

2011

NY State

60

67

NYC

53

65

NYC Subs

64

68

Upstate

66

68

Urban

57

66

Suburban

62

68

Rural

62

67

Source: Community Participation and
Involvement Survey, 2011

The degree to which individuals engage in the social life
of the community—visiting or being visited by friends or
neighbors, spending casual social time with members of
their community, knowing the names of people who live
nearby, participating in technological social connections
like Facebook and email--contribute to civic health.

SRI Spotlight
Nearly half of New Yorkers
have friends over to their
home more often than
once a month.

Family and Friends: The New York Civic Health Index
includes data which track the social connectedness
of New York residents. Most New Yorkers are social and
attempt to stay connected with family and friends. However,
according to CPS data, New York ranked 47th nationally
9-%#05"#(>):"%#-9#%"1*&"(01#?5-#^"$0#&*(("%#?*05#$#9$)*7'#
-%#5->1"5-7&#)"):"%#$#9"?#0*)"1#$#?""Ag#YTLGTNZG14

O>0,#:'#(-#)"$(1#$%"#="?#@-%A"%1#*1-7$0"&G#C(#9$+0,#("$%7'#5$79#-9#10$0"#%"1*&"(01#YUQNZ#5$6"#
9%*"(&1#-6"%#0-#05"*%#5->1"#)-%"#-90"(#05$(#-(+"#$#)-(05,#$(&#1*)*7$%7',#UQN#6*1*0#05"#5-)"1#
of friends or neighbors within their community more than once a month. Only one in ten state
residents never has friends over or visits friends’ homes.KL
On an even more frequent basis, New Yorkers talk to their friends and family via telephone,
email or through social media like Facebook. The increase this year in the Social component of
STRID is due to the inclusion of measuring social ties generated through the use of technology.
;/"+*2+$77',#TMN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#0$7A#0-#9%*"(&1#-%#9$)*7'#-(#05"#/5-("#)-%"#-90"(#05$(#-(+"#$#
)-(05,#QTN#1"(&#$(&#%"$&#")$*71#-%#0"D0#)"11$8"1#0-#+$0+5#>/#?*05#9%*"(&1#-%#9$)*7'#)-%"#-90"(#
05$(#-(+"#$#)-(05,#$(&#ULN#A"/0#>/#?*05#9%*"(&1#-%#9$)*7'#>1*(8#1-+*$7#)"&*$#7*A"#c$+":--AG

Social Indicators
Kept up with friends or family using social media
like Facebook more often than once a month 45
Send and read emails or text messages to catch up
with friends or family more often than once a month 68
Talk to friends or family on the phone more
often than once a month 89
Visit the homes of friends or neighbors
more than once a month 46
Have friends over to their house more
often than once a month 46
X#

KX#

SX#

VX#

UX#

LX#

QX#

PX#

TX#

MX# KXX

Source: Community Participation and Involvement Survey, July 2011

9

The use of electronic communication, however, appears to correlate with total family income.
As compared with other income brackets, New Yorkers with total family income of less than
fVL,XXX#?"%"#05"#7"$10#7*A"7'#0-#>1"#"7"+0%-(*+#+-))>(*+$0*-(G16
Neighbors and Community: While New Yorkers clearly are socially connected to friends and
family through technology, they are less connected informally to their neighbors and community.
<(7'#SMN#%"8>7$%7'#1/"(&#+$1>$7#1-+*$7#0*)"#?*05#$+_>$*(0$(+"1#$0#$#7-+$7#:>1*("11,#+-))>(*0'#
center or recreational area. A similar percentage never engages in that form of informal social
interaction. Although sports may not be for everyone, they provide one avenue for individuals
to come together. Only about one in seven New Yorkers regularly participate in some organized
sporting event or attend local sporting events as a spectator.
As New Yorkers move through their day, about half say they do know the names of most neighbors and run into people they know while on errands or taking care of local business. This is
important, as we would argue that the experience of being a member of a community is an
important aspect of civic health.
R-?"6"%,#-(#05"#-//-1*0"#1*&"#-9#05*1#"_>$0*-(#$%"#05"#LKN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#YLTN#*(#="?#@-%A#B*0'#
$(&#-05"%#>%:$(#$%"$1Z#?5-#&-#(-0#A(-?#05"*%#("*85:-%13#($)"1#$(&#05"#UPN#YLQN#*(#05"#+*0'#
$(&#LVN#*(#-05"%#>%:$(#$%"$1Z#?5-#1"7&-)#%>(#*(0-#$+_>$*(0$(+"1G
H5*1#%"/-%0#*1#(-0#)"$(0#0-#]>&8"#05"#1-+*$7#+-(("+0"&("11#-9#="?#@-%A"%1G#O>0#%$05"%,#*0#1>88"101#
05$0#8%-?05#*(#)-%"#"D0"(1*6"#$(&#*(9-%)$7#("0?-%A1#*1#/-11*:7",#?5*7"#%"1*&"(01#&-#"(]-'#05"#
company of others and regularly communicate with friends and family. The STRID conceptualiza0*-(#-9#+*6*+#5"$705#&")-(10%$0"1#05$0#8%-?05#*(#1-+*$7#+-(("+0*-(1#$71-#5$6"#/-0"(0*$7#0-#:"("20#
overall civic health in areas including trust, duty, responsibility and information.
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SRI Spotlight
New Yorkers are most likely to
trust the police, the people
in their community, and
those that work where
they shop.

STRID Trust Indicators
2010

2011

NY State

68

65

NYC

62

60

NYC Subs

71

69

Upstate

73

69

Urban

62

62

Suburban

70

68

Rural

74

66

When citizens trust the people and institutions in their
community, they tend to engage in other activities that
contribute to civic health. Trust is a critical foundation
upon which to build and improve civic engagement and
participation.
The Trust score within the STRID framework remains high
*(#SXKK,#&"+7*(*(8#17*8507'#:'#05%""#/-*(01#9%-)#QT#0-#QLG#
Still, similar to the Social indicator, Trust continues to be
high as well as an asset among New Yorkers. This is true
despite economic pressures and recent political turmoil.

Source: Community Participation and
Involvement Survey, 2011

<6"%$77,#-(7'#UVN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#YUUN#7$10#'"$%Z#$8%""#
05$0#^/"-/7"#+$(#:"#0%>10"&,g#?5*7"#$#)$]-%*0',#LUN#
YLSN#7$10#'"$%Z,#*(1*101#05$0#^'->#+$(30#:"#0--#+$%"9>7Gg#
While this forced choice may simply elicit what can pass for common sense, the STRID analysis
sees this collective sense of concern or guardedness as a drag on civic health. This lack of trust
is also of concern when considered across demographic lines. Older New Yorkers, those with a
college degree and those earning more than $100,000 tend to be more trusting, while New York
City residents, younger residents and those without a college degree are least trusting.
="?#@-%A"%1#$%"#)-10#*(+7*("&#0-#0%>10#05"#/-7*+"#*(#05"*%#+-))>(*0'#YLUN#$#7-0,#SMN#1-)"Z,#05"#/"-/7"#*(#
05"*%#+-))>(*0'#YUMN#$#7-0,#VLN#1-)"Z#$(&#05-1"#?5-#?-%A#*(#05"#10-%"1#?5"%"#05"'#15-/#YVQN#$#7-0,#
ULN#1-)"ZG#="?#@-%A"%1#$%"#7"$10#7*A"7'#0-#0%>10#7-+$7#8-6"%()"(0G#<(7'#KUN#-9#%"1*&"(01#0%>10#05"*%#
7-+$7#8-6"%()"(0#$#7-0,#UVN#0%>10#*0#1-)",#$(&#UXN#0"(&#(-0#0-#0%>10#05"*%#7-+$7#8-6"%()"(0G
I++-%&*(8#0-#05"#SXKX#h"("%$7#;-+*$7#;>%6"',#MXN#-9#I)"%*+$(1#5$&#^$#8%"$0#&"$7g#-%#^-(7'#1-)"#
+-(2&"(+"g#*(#05"#)*7*0$%'#?5*7"#UUN#5$&#^5$%&7'#$('#+-(2&"(+"g#*(#B-(8%"11G#H5"#("D0#5*85"10#*(10*0>0*-(#?*05#05"#8%"$0"10#+-(2&"(+"#7"6"7#*1#05"#iG;G#;>/%")"#B->%0#?5"%"#)-%"#05$(#TXN#-9#%"1/-(&"(01#
$(1?"%"&#05"'#5$&#$#8%"$0#&"$7#-%#1-)"#+-(2&"(+",#9-77-?"&#:'#)$]-%#+-)/$(*"1#?*05#PMNG#
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Levels of Confidence
21

Organized Religion

55

25

53

The Military
W$]-%#B-)/$(*"1

13

Banks & Financial Institutions

11

Congress

37

41

47

44

30

Executive Branch of Federal Government

17
XN#

24

48

9

U.S. Supreme Court

10

63

53

17

46
SXN#

UXN#

37
QXN#

A Great Deal

TXN#

Some

KXXN

Almost None

Source: General Social Survey, 2010

According to analysis of recent and historical Gallup survey data, trust in many institutions
among Americans is below the historical average.17 While trust levels in a few institutions, such
as the military and small business, exceed the historical average, trust in most institutions are
?"77#:"7-?#5*10-%*+$7#$6"%$8"1G#B-(8%"11#*1#05"#7"$10#0%>10"&#*(10*0>0*-(,#?*05#-(7'#KSN#%"/-%0*(8#
a great deal of trust.18#H%>10#7"6"71#*(#:$(A1#*(#SXKK,#$0#SVN,#$%"#KM#/-*(01#:"7-?#05"#5*10-%*+$7#
$6"%$8"#-9#USNG19#H%>10#*(#05"#/%"1*&"(+'#*1#-(7'#$0#VLN,#KX#/-*(01#:"7-?#05"#5*10-%*+$7#$6"%$8"G20
Trust in the church, the Supreme Court, public schools, big business, organized labor, television
news, newspapers, and the police are also below historical averages.21
C(#="?#@-%A,#)"$(*(89>7#/"%+"(0$8"1#-9#%"1*&"(01#7$+A#0%>10#*(#)$]-%#*(10*0>0*-(1#$(&#/-7*0*+$7#
entities despite continuing trust in the current governor as well as local institutions. We already
have noted that trust in the current governor, Andrew Cuomo, as measured by the voters’ favor$:*7*0'#%$0*(8,#*1#5*85#$0#$:->0#PXNG#;0*77,#05"#8-6"%(-%31#/$%0("%1#*(#10$0"#8-6"%()"(0,#05"#10$0"#
senate and assembly have most recently been seen favorably by only about one quarter of New
@-%A"%1G#W-10#="?#@-%A"%1#YQKNZ#:"7*"6"#-("#-9#05"#0?-#)$]-%#/-7*0*+$7#/$%0*"1#j1/"$A#9-%#05")3,#
and nearly one in four believe that either the Tea Party or the Occupy Wall Street movements
speak for them.*
H5"#+*6*+#5"$705#-9#="?#@-%A,#05"%"9-%",#+$(#-(7'#:"("20#9%-)#"(5$(+"&#0%>10#*(#(-0#-(7'#7-+$7#
institutions but also the political leaders and institutions of our nation and state.
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STRID Responsibility Indicators
2010
49

48

NYC

44

45

NYC Subs

53

51

Upstate

54

51

Urban

46

46

Suburban

52

52

Rural

53

49

Source: Community Participation and
Involvement Survey, 2011

*

2011

NY State

When citizens actively make contributions of time,
money, and/or goods to meet the needs of those in
their community, they contribute to the civic health
of the community and the State.
Like the other four STRID components, the Responsibility
Score at 48 has remained largely unchanged since last
year, down only one point, and fourth behind Social,
Trust and Information. While that lends validity to the
measurement, it also is not surprising that a dynamic as
important, widespread and multi-dimensional as civic
responsibility is not easily or quickly changed. Still, in
light of the economic pressures faced by all New Yorkers,
it is noteworthy that Responsibility has not declined.

& "#$%&'#(&)*+,&-*..0&123*4#+&56770&!"#$%&8#/#%+29&:$/3"3;3#<&933=>??(((</"#$%<#@;?;=.*%@#@A.#/?9*B#?=%+#$3/C%$@C2*BB;$"3D?
!
2*BB;$"3DC=%E#?/+"?/$DC=*..?!')767P77G56H+*//3%4/<=@I
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Single Area of Greatest Need Identified by New Yorkers
Economic Opportunity

21

Promoting Education

18

Youth Needs

11

Elder Needs

9

Health

8

The Environment

7

Housing

7

Hunger

6

Don’t Know

5

Civic Participation

5

Religion

4

Source: Community Participation and Involvement Survey, 2011

Volunteering is an important aspect of Responsibility and, as such, we will give extended treatment
to volunteer motivations, actions, obstacles and opportunities in this report. Also, to enhance
volunteering and in turn Responsibility in New York, the State Commission on National and
Community Service and its Regional Volunteer Centers have launched an exhaustive study of
05"#)$(("%#*(#?5*+5#(-(/%-201#%"+%>*0,#0%$*(,#>0*7*4"#$(&#%"6*"?#6-7>(0""%1G
Assessing Need and Volunteer Attitudes: Many New Yorkers are aware of persistent needs
*(#05"*%#+-))>(*0*"1G#!5"(#$1A"&#?5$0#05"'#*&"(0*2"&#0-#:"#05"#1*(87"#8%"$0"10#(""&,#SXN#
%"1/-(&"&#?*05#"+-(-)*+#-//-%0>(*0',#9-77-?"&#+7-1"7'#:'#/%-)-0*(8#"&>+$0*-(#$0#KTNG*
According to CPIS data, New Yorkers continue to be generous in their donations to charities that
seek to address many of these perceived needs. Eighty-nine percent of state residents donated
*0")1#7*A"#9--&,#:7--&#-%#+7-05*(8#0-#05"#(""&'#*(#05"*%#+-))>(*0'G#C(#9$+0,#SLN#)$&"#&-($0*-(1#)-%"#
-90"(#05$(#-(+"#$#)-(05G#<6"%#05"#7$10#KS#)-(051,#QMN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#5$6"#+-(0%*:>0"&#)-("'#-%#
-05"%#/%-/"%0'#0-#$#7-+$7#+5$%*0'#$(&#LKN#5$6"#&-($0"&#0-#$#($0*-($7#-%#*(0"%($0*-($7#+5$%*0'G**
Neighborhood Involvement: Some New Yorkers choose to address community needs by working
?*05#("*85:-%1#0-#1-76"#/%-:7")1G#H5"#BaC;#SXKK#%"/-%01#05$0#PQN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#%"1/-(&"&#
05"'#5$6"#5"7/"&#$#("*85:-%#-%#+-))>(*0'#)"):"%#?*05#1-)"#/%-]"+0#-%#(""&G#I($7'1*1#-9#05"#
B"(1>1#B>%%"(0#a-/>7$0*-(#;>%6"'#1>88"101#="?#@-%A#;0$0"#%$(A1#VM05#*(#05"#+->(0%'#9-%#&-*(8#
$#9$6-%#9-%#$#("*85:-%#$0#7"$10#$#9"?#0*)"1#$#?""A#YKVGQNZG#="?#@-%A"%1#?5-#$%"#>(")/7-'"&#
/"%9-%)#9$6-%1#$#9"?#0*)"1#$#?""A#-%#)-%"#-90"(#$0#$#17*8507'#5*85"%#%$0"#-9#KUGPN,#?5*7"#05-1"#
?5-#$%"#")/7-'"&#&-#1-#$0#$#%$0"#-9#KSGSNG
The CPIS investigated whether New Yorkers assisted neighbors or community members with
1-)"#/%-]"+0#-%#(""&G#<(7'#SUN#%"/-%0"&#(-0#&-*(8#1-#*(#05"#/$10#'"$%,#?5*7"#SSN#5$6"#$11*10"&#
with such needs more than once a month. While many New Yorkers may not formally volunteer,
clearly a quarter often serve and three quarters assist a neighbor or community member with
1-)"#/%-]"+0#-%#(""&#$0#7"$10#-(+"#*(#05"#/$10#'"$%G##
Americans distinguish themselves in their communities through leadership. According to analysis
-9#05"#B"(1>1#B>%%"(0#a-/>7$0*-(#;>%6"',#MGKN#-9#/"-/7"#($0*-($77'#%"/-%0"&#1"%6*(8#$1#$(#-92+"%#
-%#+-))*00""#)"):"%#*(#$(#-%8$(*4$0*-(G#="?#@-%A#7$81#:"5*(&#*(#05*1#*(&*+$0-%,#?*05#QGSN#%"/-%0*(8#
such leadership.
Leaders are important assets in their communities. They are more engaged nationally in other forms
-9#+*6*+#"(8$8")"(0#05$(#(-(.7"$&"%1G#c-%#"D$)/7",#-9#05-1"#?5-#$%"#$(#-92+"%#-%#+-))*00""#)"):"%#
9-%#$#8%->/#-%#-%8$(*4$0*-(,#TKN#5$6"#%"/-%0"&#6-0*(8#*(#05"#SXKX#"7"+0*-(,#QSN#5$6"#+-(0$+0"&#-%#
6*1*0"&#$#/>:7*+#-92+*$7,#$(&#("$%7'#PXN#5$6"#:->850#-%#:-'+-00"&#$#8--&#-%#1"%6*+"G22
Community Participation and Involvement Survey, July 2011, Siena Research Institute.
Community Participation and Involvement Survey, July 2011, Siena Research Institute.
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C(#05"#B-))>(*0'#a$%0*+*/$0*-(#$(&#C(6-76")"(0#;>%6"'#SXKK,#KVN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#%"/-%0"&#:"*(8#
8%->/#7"$&"%1G#<9#05-1"#*(6-76"&#?*05#8%->/1,#VPN#%"/-%0"&#1"%6*(8#$1#$(#-92+"%#-%#+-))*00""#
)"):"%#-9#$#7-+$7#+7>:#-%#-%8$(*4$0*-(#*(#05"#7$10#'"$%G#="?#@-%A"%1#$8"&#KT.VU#*(6-76"&#*(#
8%->/1#%"/-%0"&#277*(8#1>+5#/-1*0*-(1#$0#05"#7-?"10#%$0"#YSKNZ#+-)/$%"&#?*05#-05"%#$8"#8%->/1,#
*(+7>&*(8#="?#@-%A"%1#LL#$(&#-7&"%#YULNZG#
While many New Yorkers contribute time and resources to address the needs they see in their
community, the legitimate requirements of many are great. Given the pressures so many New
Yorkers face to simply keep their own households above economic water, it is commendable
05$0#="?#@-%A"%1#$%"#$1#j%"1/-(1*:7"3#$1#05"'#$%"G#O>0#*0#*1#$71-#("+"11$%'#05$0#="?#@-%A#1""A#
to bolster its efforts to address the growing needs of its population.

A Focus on Volunteers
H5*1#%"/-%0#%"7*"1#>/-(#0?-#1->%+"1#?5*+5#/%-6*&"#+-([*+0*(8#&$0$#-(#05"#%$0"#$0#?5*+5#="?#
@-%A"%1#6-7>(0""%G#C(#05"#SXKX#B>%%"(0#a-/>7$0*-(#;>%6"'#YBa;Z,#SKGUN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#KQ#$(&#
older reported volunteering through or for an organization in the past 12 months. New York
%$(A1#UP05#*(#05"#+->(0%'#-(#9-%)$7#6-7>(0""%*(8#/$%0*+*/$0*-(,#)-6*(8#>/#9%-)#LK10G#I705->85#
this shows improvement, New York still lags behind most other states.
On the other hand, SRI’s Community Participation and Involvement Survey 2011 data differs
drastically. Sixty-six percent of respondents to the Community Participation and Involvement
;>%6"'#SXKK#1$*&#05"'#6-7>(0""%"&#$0#7"$10#-(+"#-6"%#05"#/$10#0?"76"#)-(051G#!5*7"#05*1#28>%"#
is more reassuring than the national data, it remains true that in the national sample, New York
%$(A1#$0#-%#("$%#05"#:-00-)#$)-(8#05"#10$0"1G#I&&*0*-($77',#*(#05"#;FC#&$0$,#-(7'#KMN,#1*)*7$%#0-#
the volunteering rate from the CPS, indicate that they volunteer for some community organization,
charity or cause more often than once a month.
For the second year in a row, SRI’s measurement of volunteering among New Yorkers is considerably
higher than that determined by the CPS. Two explanations are possible. First of all, the response
rate to the CPS as it is conducted by the Census is greater than that of SRI’s telephone survey.
It is possible that those who respond to the SRI phone survey tend to volunteer at rates greater
than the general population, which is more representatively questioned and accounted for by
the CPS. The second possible explanation is that the CPS volunteering questions are asked
immediately following a series of workforce participation questions and respondents may not at
that point in the survey readily remember their volunteering activities. The SRI questions, however,
are asked as part of a systematic investigation of community participation. Still, two facts remain.
First of all New York continues to rank according to CPS at or near the bottom of all states in
05"#+->(0%'#-(#05"#%$0"#-9#6-7>(0""%*(8G#I(&#1"+-(&7',#?5"05"%#05"#$+0>$7#%$0"#*1#$:->0#SKN#$1#
)"$1>%"&#:'#05"#Ba;#-%#05"#$+0*6"#%$0"#-9#6-7>(0""%*(8#*1#KMN#Y05"#/"%+"(0$8"#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#
6-7>(0""%*(8#)-%"#-90"(#05$(#-(+"#$#)-(05#*(#;FC31#BaC;Z,#-(7'#$:->0#-("#*(#26"#10$0"#%"1*&"(01#
appear to actively and regularly volunteer for or through an organization.

-9*3*&=+*J"@#@&4D&39#&1IA2#&*I&L2%@#B"2&H*Bmunity Engagement, Siena College.

The 2011 CPIS expands on the volunteer rate of New Yorkers by questioning their level of depth
in civic engagement. When New Yorkers were asked how often they give a neighbor or friend a
5$(&#?*05#1-)"#0$1A#-%#(""&,#SUN#%"1/-(&"&#6"%'#-90"(#$(&#VKN#-90"(G#R-?"6"%,#05"#(>):"%1#
decrease greatly when asked if they formally volunteer for or through an organization, almost
7*A"#*031#$#]-:,#?*05#-(7'#SVN#%"1/-(&*(8#05$0#05"'#&-#05*1#6"%'#-90"(#-%#-90"(G#H5-1"#?5-#6-7>(teered were asked follow-up questions regarding areas in which they volunteered. Health and
20("11,#'->05#1"%6*+"1,#$(&#5>(8"%#$(&#(>0%*0*-(#?"%"#05"#5*85"10#$%"$1G#J+-(-)*+#-//-%0>(*0'#
$(&#$++"11#%$(A"&#05"#7-?"10#$0#KSNG
I++-%&*(8#0-#k-7>(0""%*(8*(I)"%*+$G8-6,#$(#$6"%$8"#-9#)-%"#05$(#V#)*77*-(#%"1*&"(01#6-7>(0""%"&#
annually in New York between 2008 and 2010.SV New Yorkers volunteer for a variety of organizations. In the 2010 Current Population Survey, most New Yorkers reported volunteering for
"&>+$0*-($7#-%#'->05#-%8$(*4$0*-(1#YKKGSNZ,#%"7*8*->1#-%8$(*4$0*-(1#YKUGVNZ,#1"%6*+"#-%#+*6*+#
-%8$(*4$0*-(1#YLGKNZ,#$(&#1/-%01#$(&#%"+%"$0*-(#YTGXNZG#C(#;FC31#SXKX#I((>$7#;0$0"?*&"#a-77#-9#
R-7*&$'#;/"(&*(8#a7$(1,#VVN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#*(0"(&"&#0-#6-7>(0""%#9-%#-%8$(*4$0*-(1#05$0#$11*10#
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Volunteer Areas and Depth
KXXN
MXN
TXN
30

PXN
QXN
LXN

24

UXN
VXN

16

SXN

11

KXN

12

XN

28
34

31

18

Formally volunteer
Help out informally
in or through an
at a religious
organization, almost
organization, club,
7*A"#*031#$#]-:
school, neighborhood
association or with
some other local group

Source: Community Participation and Involvement Survey, 2011

29
25

16
24
Give a neighbor
or friend a hand
with some task
or need that
they have

23

15
Provide quick
assistance to
a perfect stranger
who requires some
small favor
Once in a while

Often

Think about
how you can be
of service to
those that
need help
Very Often

people during the holiday season. 24#W-%"#05$(#PLN#/7$(("&#-(#)$A*(8#&-($0*-(1#-9#)-("',#
food or gifts to charitable organizations that focus on the needy during the holiday season. SL

SRI Spotlight
The Assessment of Service
and Civic Engagement (ASCE)
survey found that only 48%
of college students report
volunteering and 57% report
being satisfied with their
personal level of service.
-9*3*&=+*J"@#@&4D&39#&1IA2#&*I&L2%@#B"2&
Community Engagement, Siena College.

Despite the awareness of need, New Yorkers face many barriers to volunteering. The top four
barriers include having to work, being too busy with family responsibilities, only having small blocks
of free time, and being too busy with other things. One might conclude that increased civic engagement may be possible if more one-shot opportunities were made available. A one-shot volunteer
opportunity refers to providing labor, support or assistance at one event or at a series of single
isolated events. One-shot volunteers would have little or no responsibility or long-term commitment.
Although this may not be the most ideal form of volunteering, it is still a starting point and can
potentially lead to people serving more frequently and having a deeper commitment over time.
Reasons for Not Volunteering
Makes me feel uncomfortable

7

Previous bad experiences

10

Lack of transportation

12

What I would like to do is not available

16

Not enough energy

25

I don’t know where to go to be of help

28

Haven’t been asked

37

Too busy with other things

41

Only small blocks of free time

44

Too busy with family responsibilities

46

R$6"#0-#?-%A#$0#)'#]-:

49

Source: Community Participation and Involvement Survey, 2011

New Yorkers appear to
have good intentions for
volunteering. When asked
what the most important
reasons for volunteering
$%",#UUN#%"1/-(&"&#*0#*1#
the right thing to do and
VVN#%"1/-(&"&#05"'#
believed they could make
a difference.
Of those who volunteer,
VXN#1$'#05"'#6"%'#-90"(#
or often formally volunteer
in or through an organiza0*-(,#$7)-10#7*A"#*031#$#]-:G#

At this point in history, New York needs not only effective leadership and renewed economic
-//-%0>(*0',#:>0#$71-#05"#"99-%01#-9#*01#(-(/%-20#+-))>(*0'#$(&#05"#6-7>(0""%1#05$0#9>"7#05-1"#
efforts, in order to prosper. New Yorkers agree that need is all around us and they would like
0-#:"#-9#1"%6*+"G#C0#*1#+%*0*+$7#05$0#"7"+0"&#-92+*$71#$(&#(-(/%-20#7"$&"%1#"99"+0*6"7'#)$%15$7#05"#
efforts of citizens to do as much as possible to address the needs. The State Commission on
National and Community Service is an important leader in understanding and shaping how organizations recruit, train and utilize volunteers to maximize their contribution. In this time of scarce
resources and growing need, careful planning, effective communication and thoughtful engagement will enhance collective Responsibility and therefore Civic Health.
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C I V IC L I F E : I N F OR M AT ION
STRID Information Indicators
2010

2011

NY State

60

58

NYC

57

55

NYC Subs

59

59

Upstate

64

59

Urban

58

57

Suburban

61

60

Rural

63

57

Source: Community Participation and
Involvement Survey, 2011

Access to news and other information about community
events, meetings, and issues leads to informed citizens.
Informed citizens tend to be engaged citizens.
Many New Yorkers make efforts to stay informed on
political issues and current events. The STRID score for
Information is virtually unchanged this year compared
to last. Sixty-six percent of state residents keep up
with local news by reading that section of the newspaper
on a regular basis. Importantly and in clear relationship
0-#05"#;-+*$7#+-)/-("(0#-9#;HFCE,#QVN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#
1$'#*0#*1#$0#7"$10#1-)"?5$0#YVPNZ#-%#+-)/7"0"7'#YSQNZ#
true that they often talk to other members of their
community about important local issues.

In 2011, Pew Research Center for the People asked Americans nationally how often they read
05"*%#7-+$7#&$*7'#("?1/$/"%G#W-%"#05$(#PXN#1$*&#05"'#%"$&#05"#("?1/$/"%#%"8>7$%7'#-%#1-)"?5$0G26
!5"(#/-77"&#$:->0#5-?#I)"%*+$(1#8"0#05"*%#($0*-($7#$(&#*(0"%($0*-($7#("?1,#QQN#%"1/-(&"&#
0"7"6*1*-(,#UVN#C(0"%("0,#VKN#("?1/$/"%,#KMN#%$&*-,#$(&#VN#)$8$4*("1G27 Twenty-seven percent get their news or news headlines from Facebook, Twitter or other social networking sites
regularly or sometimes.28 The top three reasons why people use these sites as a news source
are that social networking keeps them informed, it is immediate and up to date, and provides a
variety of viewpoints and interesting perspectives.29

SRI Spotlight
Sixty-six percent of New Yorkers keep up with local news
by regularly reading the local
section of the newspaper.

C(#="?#@-%A,#LLN#-9#%"1*&"(01#1$'#*0#*1#1-)"?5$0#YVUNZ#-%#+-)/7"0"7'#YSKNZ#0%>"#05$0#)-10#-9#05"#
information they have about their community comes from watching local television. Still, nearly
half of New Yorkers now say they get local news from the Internet or on their smart phone. Use
of the Internet as a source of local news is far more prevalent among younger New Yorkers than
older New Yorkers.
Use of the Internet and smart phones is likely to grow as a source of information in New York given
purveyors of local information, including community newspapers and local economic development
groups, are increasingly looking to develop and promote smart phone applications.
As we have seen in our investigation of aspects of Responsibility and Duty, responses such
$1,#^C#&-(30#A(-?#?5"%"#0-#6-0",#?5-#*1#%>((*(8,#?5$0#05"#*11>"1#$%"#-%#?5"%"#C#+$(#:"#-9#5"7/#0-#
address social problems,” demonstrate that access to usable information is central to not only
the growth of the information component of STRID but also to Responsibility and Duty.
Information Sources
PXN
QXN

59

LXN

45

UXN

34

VXN

29
21

SXN
KXN
XN

11

15

15

Spend more time
communicating with
internet communities
than with local people

Source: Community Participation
and Involvement Survey, 2011

26
20

16
9

Get most community
information from
watching local TV

Completely True

Somewhat True

Get local news from
the internet

Not Very True

Not At All True
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C I V IC L I F E : DU T Y
Participation in community and political meetings,
community events, and voting are civic duties.

STRID Duty Indicators
2010

2011

NY State

31

32

NYC

29

31

NYC Subs

31

33

Upstate

33

32

Urban

30

31

Suburban

32

34

Rural

31

30

Despite the important social and other benefits
participation in groups provides, attendance in formal
organizations is generally not high.VX Group participation
nationally, as measured by attendance at a group or or8$(*4$0*-(#)""0*(8,#?$1#17*8507'#)-%"#05$(#SPNG#C(#="?#
@-%A,#SPGLN#-9#%"1*&"(01#%"/-%0"&#1-)"#8%->/#$+0*6*0'#
+-)/$%"&#?*05#VVGVN#($0*-($77'GVK The state ranked
47th on this Civic Health indicator.VS

<9#05"#26"#;HFCE#+-)/-("(01,#05"#E>0'#1+-%"#-9#VS#
as a percent of the possible is the lowest. Virtually
unchanged from last year, the score demonstrates
05$0#="?#@-%A"%1#0"(&#(-0#0-#$00"(&#+*6*+#)""0*(81#$(&#(-0#0-#]-*(#05"#-%8$(*4$0*-(1#05$0#/%-6*&"#
the civic glue of society. As with all STRID components an increasing score in Duty which would
%"1>70#9%-)#="?#@-%A"%1#$00"(&*(8,#]-*(*(8,#$(&#/$%0*+*/$0*(8#*(#+*6*+#8%->/1#$(&#-%8$(*4$0*-(#
would enhance overall civic health.
Source: Community Participation and
Involvement Survey, 2011

c*90'.26"#/"%+"(0#-9#%"1*&"(01#1$'#05"'#5$6"#(-0#$00"(&"&#$#1*(87"#/>:7*+#)""0*(8#*(#?5*+5#05"%"#
was a discussion of town or school affairs in the last year. Eleven percent attended a meeting
-(+"#$(&#$:->0#$#05*%&#)-%"#-90"(#05$(#05$0G#J6"(#9"?"%,#PXN,#&*&#(-0#$00"(&#$#1*(87"#/-7*0*+$7#
meeting or rally over the past 12 months.

SRI Spotlight
Fifty-five percent of state
residents have not attended
a public meeting in the
last year.

While many simply may not choose to attend such meetings and feel they are able to stay
*(9-%)"&#$(&#/$%0*+*/$0"#*(#7-+$7#$99$*%1#*(#05"*%#-?(#?$',#*0#%")$*(1#10%*A*(8#05$0#ULN#-9#10$0"#
residents say they have not attended any club, organization or community meeting of any kind
over the last year. Still, one in four say they have attended some club or organization meeting
at least once a month over the past year.
Again, using the STRID framework, it is likely that simply attending club or organization meetings
results in the growth of civic health as Social, Trust, Information and Responsibility components
may also be enhanced from attendance at local clubs and organizations.
Attendance is greater at informal events, such as community events including carnivals or cultural
"6"(01,#0-#?5*+5#-(7'#KMN#1$'#05"'#("6"%#$00"(&,#?5*7"#UKN#$00"(&#%"7*8*->1#1"%6*+"1#-(#$0#7"$10#
a monthly basis.
SRI’s data is validated by the CPS. The CPS asked whether New Yorkers had attended a public
)""0*(8\#TGTN#%"/-%0"&#5$6*(8#$00"(&"&#$0#7"$10#-("#*(#05"#7$10#'"$%#%$(A*(8#="?#@-%A#;0$0"#
VV%&#*(#05"#($0*-(G#C(#$&&*0*-(,#="?#@-%A#%$(A1#UP05#9-%#8%->/#*(6-76")"(0#?*05#STN#%"1/-(&*(8#
yes to group involvement. The most popular groups to be involved in are church and religious
8%->/1#YKUNZ#$(&#1+5--7#8%->/1#YKKNZG
Voting:#C(#SXKX,#05"#6-0"%#%"8*10%$0*-(#%$0"#$)-(8#"7*8*:7"#+*0*4"(1#*(#="?#@-%A#?$1#QVGTNG VV
!*05#05"#($0*-($7#%"8*10%$0*-(#%$0"#$0#QLGKN,#="?#@-%A#%$(A"&#VQ05#*(#05"#+->(0%'G#k-0"%#0>%(->0#
*(#="?#@-%A#9-%#05"#=-6"):"%#SXKX#"7"+0*-(#?$1#UVGQN,#%$(A*(8#05"#10$0"#$0#VP05#*(#05"#+->(0%'G#
=$0*-($77',#05"#6-0"%#0>%(->0#?$1#ULGLNG#
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-9*3*&=+*J"@#@&4D&39#&1IA2#&*I&L2%@#B"2&H*BB;$"3D&Q$E%E#B#$30&!"#$%&H*..#E#<

Voting and Politics
PXN

65

64

QXN
LXN

46

44

UXN
VXN

26

U.S.
New York

28

SXN
10

KXN
XN

Voted in 2010
Election (citizens
18 and older)

Registered to
vote in 2010
(citizens 18
and older)

Discuss politics
frequently

9

Contacted
/>:7*+#-92+*$7

Source: Census Current Population Survey, 2010

New Yorkers with higher family income and higher educational attainment were more likely to
6-0"G#<(7'#VVGPN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#?*05#7"11#05$(#$#5*85#1+5--7#"&>+$0*-(#6-0"&,#?5*+5#*1#)-%"#
than 20 percentage points less than college graduates.VU Young New Yorkers aged 18-29 were
$:->0#5$79#$1#7*A"7'#YSTGSNZ#0-#6-0"#05$(#05-1"#$8"&#VX#-%#-7&"%#YUMGUNZG#
Compared to other western industrialized nations, low voter turnout has plagued the United
States for many years. Although the solution is not easily found, the relationship to Trust (in
8-6"%()"(0Z#*1#+"%0$*(7'#+7"$%G#C0#%")$*(1#1-)"?5$0#/>447*(8#05$0#("$%7'#MXN#-9#="?#@-%A"%1#
*(&*+$0"#05$0#05"#10$0"#*1#*(#"*05"%#9$*%#-%#/--%#21+$7#5"$705,#:>0#*(#10$0"?*&"#"7"+0*-(1#9"?"%#05$(#
LXN#-9#%"8*10"%"&#6-0"%1#0>%(#->0#0-#05"#/-771G
Many reasons may explain comparatively low voter turnout in either the United States or in New
York. However, if voters do not trust their government to either understand their needs or to be
actively involved in responding to those needs, it follows that some citizens will not see voting
as worthwhile. Conversely, as trust in government increases, it follows that voters will turn out in
greater numbers as they will see a connection between their participation and the response of
05"*%#"7"+0"&#-92+*$71G
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CONC LU SION A N D S T R I DI NG F ORWA R D
The state of civic health in New York has in 2011 remained
stable. New Yorkers:
e Continue to be meaningfully socially connected, especially to
friends and family through in-person interactions and through
the increasing use of technology.
e Tend to trust local institutions such as the police, local businesspeople and neighbors, although local government of all institutions receives the lowest grades. Despite demanding economic
pressures and current concerns about some elements of state
and national government, as well as some of the corporate
structure, New Yorkers currently approve of and have high
hopes for their current governor.
e Remain informed about local events through the use of newspapers, television and informal ties. The growth of technological
innovations is beginning to point to new and targeted portals of
local information.
e See the need to express the responsibilities of citizenship including
charitable giving, involvement in organizations and volunteer
activities. But demands on their time, lack of organization
%$@&"$/;IA2"#$3&/3+;23;+#&2*$3+"4;3#&3*&'#(&)*+,#+/&%23;%..D&
expressing responsibility at a rate that puts the state near the
bottom of national rankings.
e Fail to demonstrate the duties of citizenship including voting,
public involvement and participation in clubs and organizations
at an increasing rate.
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e According to its citizens, New York’s economy is weak, and that
(#%,$#//&"/&=*/"$E&A$%$2"%.&9%+@/9"=/&I*+&B%$D&*I&"3/&2"3"R#$/0&
curtailing consumer behavior as well as civic health.
e After a period of political dissatisfaction focused to a great extent
on an unpopular governor, New York now has a governor, Andrew
H;*B*0&(9*&9%/&E#$#+%3#@&%==+*J%.0&3+;/3&%$@&2*$A@#$2#<
e While the rate at which New Yorkers volunteer for and through
organizations is one of the lowest among the 50 states and the
District of Columbia, the rate has increased in CPS data and
!8:&@%3%&@#B*$/3+%3#/&/"E$"A2%$3&$;B4#+/&*I&'#(&)*+,#+/&
do volunteer.
e The analysis throughout this report demonstrates that a comprehensive plan to simultaneously increase the Social, Trust,
Responsibility, Information and Duty components of life in
New York will elevate civic health in the Empire State.

Striding Forward
e The efforts of the State Commission on National and Community Service — measuring the
rate of volunteer activity and obstacles to engaging in volunteerism, and more importantly,
convening a council of regional volunteer leaders and supplying them with information on
how to recruit, train, manage and inspire volunteers — can lead to increased meaningful
volunteer activity and fruitful results. This kind of effort should be supported and expanded.
e We recommend using this report and the STRID framework to establish goals on the local,
regional, statewide and organizational levels to advance each component of the STRID and
overall civic health.
eS
& #&#$2*;+%E#&E*J#+$B#$3%.&#$3"3"#/0&$*$=+*A3&E+*;=/0&4;/"$#//&=#*=.#&%$@&2"3"R#$/&3*&
use this report and to accept the current state of civic health in New York as a challenge.
In other words, we look to New Yorkers to use the STRID framework and its components
as tools to build connections, overcome obstacles to civic involvement and collectively to
strive to stride forward.
e We encourage private and public entities to provide funding and support to make a wider
audience aware of this report, in order to continue advancing dialogue about the STRID
framework and its implications and impacts.
e The additive impact of any aspect of STRID demonstrates the value of all institutions –
social service, governmental, educational and private – implementing initiatives as part
of a collective effort to enhance civic health in New York.
e We call for a public awareness campaign that promises that New York institutions and
residents will work to increase the rate of volunteering and the impact that those
volunteers have on pressing community needs.

Many New Yorkers contribute to the civic health of their communities
and of the state as a whole. During this enduring period of economic
&*92+>70',#*0#*1#%"$11>%*(8#05$0#05"#)"$1>%"&#+*6*+#5"$705#-9#05"#10$0"#5$1#
not declined and that, in some areas such as the rate of volunteering,
we see slight increases. We are encouraged by the efforts of many
citizens and organizations that work to enhance civic health through
their participation, contributions and informal deeds. We look forward
to New York, as a whole, accepting the challenge to enhance civic health
and recognizing that our collective civic health, shaped by the informal
and formal components of citizenship, is as important as economic
improvement. New York has many assets to build upon, and we look
forward to chronicling the growth in civic health in the Empire State
over the coming years.
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T EC H N IC A L NO T E S
The New York Civic Health Index is based on The Center of Information & Research on Civic Learning and Engagement (CIRCLE)’s
analysis of the 2010 Census Current Population Survey (CPS) data
and the Siena Research Institute’s Community Participation and
Involvement Survey (CPIS) data. Volunteering estimates are from
the CPS September 2010 Volunteering Supplement. Voting and registration data come from CPS November 2010 Voting/Registration
Supplement, and all other civic engagement indicators, such as
connection to others and group involvement, come from the CPS
November 2010 Civic Engagement Supplement. All other indicators
are the result of the CPIS, which was conducted July 2011 and polled
1,220 New Yorkers.
H5"#Ba;#1>//7")"(01#5$6"#$#7$%8"#1$)/7"#l#-9#-6"%#KXX,XXX#d#
and can therefore be used to estimate voting and civic engagement
trends among various groups. Any analysis that breaks down the sample
into smaller groups (e.g., state, gender, education) will have smaller
samples and therefore the margin of error will increase. CPS
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sampling is highly complex and accurate estimation of error rates
involves many parameters that are not publicly available. State
rankings do not take margin of error into consideration, and for
many indicators, a clustering effect could cause state’s margin of
"%%-%1#0-#-6"%7$/G#c-%#05"#BaC;,#05"#)$%8*(1#-9#"%%-%#9-%#)$]-%#*(&*+$0-%1#6$%*"&#9%-)#mn.#GTN#0-#KGPN,#&"/"(&*(8#-(#05"#1$)/7"#1*4"#
$(&#-05"%#/$%$)"0"%1#$11-+*$0"&#?*05#$#1/"+*2+#*(&*+$0-%G#
In addition to the CPIS, the Siena Research Institute writes and
conducts surveys on numerous topics. This report includes data
9%-)#$#9"?#-9#05"1"#/%-]"+01#*(+7>&*(8#05"#Siena New York Poll,
which measures political trends of New Yorkers, the Impact of the
Economy on New Yorkers Survey, the Special National eRollover/
Siena Gen X Retirement Planning Study, and the Annual Statewide Poll
of Holiday Spending Plans. All SRI data is available at www.sri.edu/sri.
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C I V IC H E A LT H I N DE X
State and Local Partnerships
America’s Civic Health Index has been produced nationally since 2006 to measure the level of civic engagement and health of our
democracy. As the Civic Health Index is increasingly a part of the dialogue around which policymakers, communities, and the media talk
$:->0#+*6*+#7*9",#05"#*(&"D#*1#*(+%"$1*(8#*(#*01#1+-/"#$(&#1/"+*2+*0'G
Together with its local partners, NCoC continues to lead and inspire a public dialogue about the future of citizenship in America. NCoC
has worked in partnerships in communities across the country.
S TAT E S
Alabama
University of Alabama*
David Mathews Center*
Auburn University*
Arizona
Center for the Future of Arizona
California
California Forward
Center for Civic Education
Center for Individual and
Institutional Renewal*
Davenport Institute
Connecticut
Everyday Democracy*
Secretary of the State of Connecticut*
Florida
Florida Joint Center for Citizenship
Bob Graham Center for Public Service
Lou Frey Institute of Politics
and Government
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
Illinois
Citizen Advocacy Center
McCormick Foundation
Indiana
Center on Congress at Indiana University*
Hoosier State Press Association
Foundation*
Indiana Bar Foundation*
Indiana Supreme Court*
Indiana University Northwest*
Kentucky
Western Kentucky University*
Maryland
Mannakee Circle Group
Center for Civic Education
Common Cause-Maryland
Maryland Civic Literacy Commission
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C I T IE S
Massachusetts
Harvard Institute on Politics*

Chicago
McCormick Foundation

Minnesota
Center for Democracy and Citizenship

Miami
Florida Joint Center for Citizenship
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
Miami Foundation*

Missouri
Missouri State University
New Hampshire
Carsey Institute
New York
Siena Research Institute
New York State Commission on
National and Community Service*
North Carolina
North Carolina Civic Education Consortium
Center for Civic Education
NC Center for Voter Education
Democracy NC
NC Campus Compact
Western Carolina University Department
of Public Policy

Seattle
Seattle City Club
Boeing Company
Seattle Foundation
Twin Cities
Center for Democracy and Citizenship
Citizens League*
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation

Ohio
Miami University Hamilton
Oklahoma
University of Central Oklahoma
Oklahoma Campus Compact
Pennsylvania
National Constitution Center
Texas
University of Texas at San Antonio
Virginia
Center for the Constitution at James
Madison’s Montpelier
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation

* Indicates new partner in 2011

C I V IC HE A LT H I NDIC AT O R S W O R K I N G G R O UP
Justin Bibb
Special Assistant for Education and
Economic Development for the County
Executive, Cuyahoga County, Ohio
Harry Boyte
Director, Center for Democracy
and Citizenship
John Bridgeland
CEO, Civic Enterprises
Chairman, Board of Advisors, National
Conference on Citizenship
Former Assistant to the President of the
United States & Director, Domestic Policy
Council & USA Freedom Corps
Nelda Brown
Executive Director, National ServiceLearning Partnership at the Academy for
Educational Development
Kristen Cambell
B5*"9#a%-8%$)#<92+"%,#=$0*-($7#
Conference on Citizenship
Doug Dobson
Executive Director, Florida Joint Center
for Citizenship
David Eisner
President and CEO, National
Constitution Center
Maya Enista Smith
CEO, Mobilize.org
William Galston
Senior Fellow, Brookings Institution
Former Deputy Assistant to the President
of the United States for Domestic Policy
Stephen Goldsmith
Former Deputy Mayor of New York City
Daniel Paul Professor of Government,
Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University
Director, Innovations in American
Government
Former Mayor of Indianapolis
Robert Grimm, Jr.
Professor of the Practice of Philanthropy
$(&#=-(/%-20#W$($8")"(0,#i(*6"%1*0'#
of Maryland

Lloyd Johnston
Research Professor and Distinguished
Research Scientist at the University of
Michigan’s Institute for Social Research
Principal Investigator of the Monitoring
the Future Study

Heather Smith
Executive Director, Rock the Vote

Kei Kawashima-Ginsberg
Lead Researcher, Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE) at the Jonathan M.
Tisch College of Citizenship and Public
Service at Tufts University

Michael Weiser
Chairman, National Conference
on Citizenship

Max Stier
Executive Director, Partnership for
Public Service

Jonathan Zaff
Vice President for Research,
America’s Promise Alliance

Peter Levine
Director, Center for Information and
Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE) at the Jonathan M.
Tisch College of Citizenship and Public
Service at Tufts University
Mark Hugo Lopez
Associate Director of the
Pew Hispanic Center
Research Professor, University of
Maryland’s School of Public Affairs
Sean Parker
Co-Founder and Chairman of Causes on
Facebook/MySpace
Founding President of Facebook
Kenneth Prewitt
Former Director of the United States
Census Bureau
Carnegie Professor of Public Affairs and
the Vice-President for Global Centers at
Columbia University
Robert Putnam
Peter and Isabel Malkin Professor of Public
Policy, Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University
Founder, Saguaro Seminar
Author of Bowling Alone: The Collapse and
Revival of American Community
Thomas Sander
Executive Director, the Saguaro Seminar,
Harvard University
David B. Smith
Executive Director, National Conference on
Citizenship
Founder, Mobilize.org
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